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Context

oThe proportion of households living in income poverty in Wales is higher than 
that in other UK countries (Barnard, 2018)

oDefinitions are political.  Poverty as cultural: 

"entrenched worklessness, family breakdown, problem debt, drug and alcohol 
dependency" (Duncan Smith and Osbourne, 2014).

o Low wages, real cuts in child benefits and tax credits and huge cuts in services 
which have been the drivers of child poverty since 2010 



What do we know about social work and poverty?

oQuantitative evidence base: Child abuse and neglect, levels of poverty, and the chances of a 
formal state intervention are linked (Bywaters et al., 2016; Pelton, 2015)

oQualitative evidence base: “Poverty is the wallpaper of practice: too big to tackle and too 
familiar to notice” (Morris et al. 2018).

o Social work practice:  “a disconnect between the “abstract and the action” (Morris et 
al. 2018)

o Families experiences: stigmatizing and othering social work practice intensifies the 
shame and suffering of poverty (Gupta et al. 2018)

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/cfs.12423#cfs12423-bib-0009
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/cfs.12423#cfs12423-bib-0025


Research question:  What aspects of poverty are negotiated 

through talk and how?

o 6 recordings of child protection home visits

o English social work practice

o Small sample size

o Poverty defined as indicators of relative deprivation



Finding: Talk about poverty is functional and is resisted 

during home visits



Finding: Talk about poverty is sequential – risk first, poverty later

Risk and poverty approached as separate issues



Group discussion

o Transcript one:  

o Why is it that social workers offer functional solutions to socio-economic 
difficulties?

o Why do parents resist these solutions based on their own experiences?

o Transcript two:  
o Why is risk is discussed first, and socio-economic issues discussed second, as 

almost separate issues?

o In your experience: 
o What actions do you social workers take to reduce poverty?
o What helps and hinders social workers taking action? 



How might we understand this?

Emotional labour and neoliberal fatigue: 

"The intensive encounter with poverty has far‐reaching personal ramifications, 

requiring protective emotional mechanisms in order to suppress, forget, and 

above all, distinguish between those who live in poverty and themselves.” (Lavee

and Strier, 2018).

See handout two. 

Do you think this conceptual model applies to your own experience of practice?

How?



Social work as political

Poverty-aware social work paradigm (PAP)

“The uniqueness of the framework of the paradigm lies in its integration of the way 

social work sees (ontology), knows (epistemology), commits itself (axiology) and works 

(practice) with people in poverty. These connections are crucial if we want social work 

practitioners to become leading professionals in the field of poverty and social justice.”

“social workers can take a stand, adopt an approach of resisting poverty, side with poor 

people in their day-to-day struggles, be positional and involved, and reshape practice as a 

vehicle of social justice.”

(Krumer-Nevo, 2015)



Thank you for participating! 

Feedback forms.

Please contact me at SheehanL@cardiff.ac.uk if you would like to 

discuss the research covered today – I would be interested to hear 

from you. 

mailto:SheehanL@cardiff.ac.uk
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